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1 Introduction
TLc present. paper addresses two closely related issues: Fírst, the impact of national
accounts compilation niethods on subseyuent analysis and in particular on indicator ra-
tios represent.ing simple fonns of analysis; secondly, the reliability of national accounts
variables and of the analvtical indicator ratios based on these variables. As a subset of
the indicator ratios used in analysis is also used in the compilation of national accounts,
there is an immediate link bctween the two issues.
The discussion in the paper focuses on the national accounts as the medium through
which the interaction behveen indicator ratios used in compilation and analysis is stud-
ied. National accotmting in this context should be interpreted in a very broad sense,
i.e. an approach to integrate and make consistent basic data through the use of an
accounting framework with a consistent set of concepts and classifications. This is not
the }imited concept of national accotmts reflect.ed in a large number of country prac-
tices, which focuses on Lhe estimation of GDP only. 'fhe accormting framework referred
to ltere is that of the internatioual guidelines of the 1993 System of National Accounts
(hereafter SN.A) described in U.N. et aL (1993), whieh covers not only national economic
accounts, but, also satellit.e accounts. However, since the example used in sections 5 and
6 is mainh~ concerned witó national economic accounts, we refer to national accounts
and not to macro accounts in the following.
Indicators are widely used by international organizations (World Bank (1993), U.N.
Development Program (1996)) and this paper eontributes to the current discussion of
indicators. Indicators in the broad sense include basic data, estimates th tt are recon-
ciled through accounting, and also ratios between estintates. The present paper deals
onlv with indicator ratios. The reason for this limitation is twofold. First, indicator
ratios, such as per capita GllP or investments as a percentage of GDP are more relevant
for international and inter-temporal comparisons than the underlying variables of GDP,
invcstments and population size. Secondly, indicator ratios are also used in the compi-
lation of na,tional accounts and it is the interaction between thesc two uses which is the
main focus of this papcr.
1'he paper also contributes to an old and still very relevant discussion of reliability of
basic dat.a., for whic}r hlorgenstern (1963, first published in 1950) laid the foundations.
~4orgensteru approached national accounting as a branch of descriptive statistics. This
is different from the approach taken in this paper, where national accounting is dealtwith as the medium for integration of statistics. The approacL initiated by ;l4orgensteru
was followed by at least three countries which publish their national accounts eslimates
and related statistics with indications of their reliability: the Ufi , Australia and more
recently Canada. The reliability of national accounts can also be based on revisions
made over time, an approach already suggested by Morgenstern.
A second line of papers was initiated in Stone, Champernowne and Weale (1992).
This involves both the reliability of the data and the problem of balancing the accounts,
see Byron (1978), Barker, Van der Ploeg and Weale (19b4), and Van der Ploeg (1952,
1984, 1985).
Another approach was followed by van Tongeren (195.5), who used finear program-
ming techniques not only to balance the accounts, but also to determine the relation
between the 'prior' reliability intervals of basic data and the 'posterior' intervals, once
those data are reconciled within an accounting framework.
The present paper builds on these approaches. It is written both for econometricians
and other theoretical statisticians, familiar with estimation procedures used in ecouomet-
rics and related fields, as well as for national accountants, familiar with the estimation
methods used in national accounting. The integration of the two approaches might be
beneficial to both disciplines, provided national accountants pay more attention to the
analyses in which the data are used, and econometricians familiarize themselves more
with the intricacies of basic data. National accounting, whích was initially designed for
analytical purposes, but was later developed by statisticians, may be the idea] framework
for such an inter-disciplinary approach.
The plan of the paper is as follows. ]n Section 2 we state our tnaiu theoretical result
(proved in an appendix), which gives us the means of combining incomplete data with
incomplete prior information (including exact accounting identities). This theorem is
based on normality and linearity. In Section 3 we discuss how to use indicator ratios -
which are nonlinear - as priors. This leads to an extension of Theorem 1. In Section 4
we discuss how to deal with multiple priors, that is the situation where many priors or
several priors on the same variable are available. Section 5 contains a simple but realis-
tic example of the application of the proposed method, and Section 6 discusses issues of
sensitivity in five different scenarios. Section 7 concludes.2 The adjustment of unreliable observations
Consider a vector r of n latent variables, to be regarded as a vectorization of a sys-
tem of accounts. Data are available on p C n components (or linear combinations) of
r. Let d denofe the p x 1 data vector. Our starting point is a raeasur~entent equation,
d ~ .r ~ ;~'V( D.r, ?). Typically, the px n matrix D is a selection matrix, say D- ( Iy, 0), so
t hat Dr is a subvector of z. hleasurements are unbiased in the sense that E(d ~ :r) - D:r.
The p x p matrix ~ denotes a positive definite variance matrix, typically (but not nec-
essaril} ) diagonal.
[n addition to the y data, we have access to two further pieces of information: deter-
ministic accounting constraints and prior (possibly multiple) views concerning the latent
variahles or linear combinations thereof. These two pieces are combined into one set of
linear priors, ,-1.r ~ N,,,(Iz. H1. where the variance rnatrix H is singular, because each of
the deterministic constraints has variance 0.
We now have data and priors, and we wish to employ Bayes' theorem to combine
them and obtain posteriors. W'e emphasize two complicating features af this problem:
we do not, in generaL have data on all latent variables (p C n), nor do we have priors
on all latent variables (rn C ra). If we had data on all latent variables (p - n), then
the results in Van der Ploeg (1955, section 2.1) could be applied. If we had priors on
all latent variables (m - n), t.hen Lemma Al in the Appendix would give the desired
posterior distribution. }t is the joint occurrence of lacking data and insufficient prior
information, which makes the problem difficult.
Clearly we need an identifiability condition, since each latent variable must be re-
vealed either through the data or through the priors or both. A necessary and sufricient
identifiability condition, easy to check, is given in Theorem l, which also provides a
complete solution to the general probfem discussed above.
'l',.eorem 1: Let ~ be an n x 1 vector of latent variables and let d be a p x 1 data vector
such that
d ~ z~ ~ ;1~'r,(D.r, ~). (2.1)where the px n matrix D has full row-rank and r is positive definite (hcuce nonsingular).
Suppose that prior information is available in the form
Ax ~ !Vm(h, ll ), (2.2)
where the m x n matrix A has full row-rank and H may be singular. If m G n, ]et L be
a semi-orthogonal n x(n - m) matrix such that AL - 0, L'L - I„-,,,, and assume that
the identifiability condition
r(A) t r(DL) - n (2.3)




V- A}HAt' - A}HAf'D'~á'DAtHA}' f CIíC' (2.5)
and
p - Ath -(AtHAt' f Clí )D'~ó'(DAth - d), (2.6)
wherej
Jo -~ f D,1}IIAt'D'. At - A'(AA')-', C- I„ - r1tHAt'D'~'ó ~D, (2.7)
and
J L(L'D'~ó'DL)-'L' , if m c n, K-1`
0 , if m-n.
00 : See Appendix.
Let us providc a ver}~ simple example in order to demonstrate application of the the-
orem. In this example we have one national accounts identity y- c f i f g and two
independent data: y- 230 and g--44. In addition, our prior belief is that c should
be around 220.5 and i~c around 1~3. We don't yet know how to treat ratios (this is
discussed in the next section), but we can deal with this situation naively as follows:
data: y - 230 (11.5)
g - --td (2.2)
priors: y- c f i f g
c - 220..5 (11.025)
i - ï3.5 (3.6i5)
(2.10)
Standard errors are given in parentheses. In each case the coef6cient of variation (stan-
dard error diaided bp mean) is assumed to be 5qo. We have n-.1, p-'~, and m- 3.
'I'he vector of latent variables is a-(y,c,i,g)', and
0 l 0 0 0 (11.5)2 0
D- `~- h- ~?20.5 (2.11) 0 0 0 1 -~ 0 (2.2)~ ~~
73.5t -t -1 -t o 0 0
A- 0 1 0 0 , H- 0(1 I.025)Z 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 (3.6ï5)~~
(2.12)
The semi-orthogonal matrix L is (l~f)(1,0,0,1)' and the identifiability condition is
satisfied. Application of Theorem 1 then gives the following results:
post.eríor moments: y - 2:39.ï (a.2)
c-'?I1.6 (a.2)
i - ï2.5 (:3.6)
9 - - Lt.~l (?.2)-
(2.13)
Clearly the accounting identity is exactly satisfied. One can experiment with this simple
example to see how di(ferent assumpt.ions on the precisions of data and priors affect the
results. Equally, we could allow for correlations between priors or measurements (data).
IL is easy to sce that the identiliability condition irt Theorcni 1 is the most general
possible - it is necessary and sn(ficient.
]n classical statistics, it ~s well-known that there exists a close and non-trivial con-
nection between genera.lized least syuares and best linear unbiased estimation; see Rao
(1973, 294-302) and Magnus and Neudecker ( 1999, section 13.1a). An analogous result
holds in Ba~~esian statistics. If we partitiort the prior information Ar ~ NM(h, H) into
two parts:
a~ : Al.r ~ -Nm~(~ii, H~), nz : A2s - h2 (o.,.). (2.14)
where h~ has m~ components, hz has (m - m~ ) components, and H~ is positive definite,
then a generalized least squares procechire would minimize(rl - Dr)'J-'(d - Da-) ~ (A~.r - !e~)'ffi'(Ata~ - h~)
st~iject to the linear constraints
AZ~ - hz. (2.16)
Since (2.15) is proportional to the exponential term of the posterior when only a~ is
USC'd, While also using the linear constraints (2.16) is equivalent to adding aZ, we see that
minimization leads to the posterior mode, ~ahich, in view of the normality assumption,
equals the posterior tnean :r -}t of Theorem 1. 1{ence, there exists a close connection
between our Bayes solution and generalized least squares; see also Van der Ploeg (1985).
Analogous to the classical result that a generalized least squares estimator is best lin-
ear unbiased in thc absence of the normality assumption (by the Gauss-Markov theorem),
there is a Bayesian result that fi is a Linear Bayes estimator, obtained by minimizing
the e:pected (with respect to data) quadratic loss in the class of linear functions of the
data. This result does not depend on normality assumptions, only on first and second
moments. As our posterior mean is linear in d, it may be justified as a Linear Bayes
estimator-, see e.g. Goldstein (19só). O'Hagan (1994, 163-I66) gives a short and critical
review of Linear Baves estitnators.
Note that other assumptions than normality, like more heavy-tailed priors, lead to
Bayesian posterior means that are not linear in the data. Numerical methods like the
Gibbs sampler are then required to estimate the posteriors. However, the Linear Bayes
estimator may still be used as a near-optimal simple device in such cases.
3 Indicator ratios
In practice many of the priors will be nonlinear. In particular, many of the priors used
it~ the construction of national accounts are `indicator ratios', that is, ratios of two latent
variables. [n this section we shall see how indicator ratios can be linearized in a suitable1
manner, so that Thmrem I can still be applied.
Let z and y be latent variables and consider an indicator ratio R- y~r. Let r denote
the prior expectation of R. rlssume for the moment Llrat we have prior ínformation on
R and x and that these priors are independent. This will not be strictly true in practice,
but is nevertheless reasonable in many applications. Then we cau easily show that
E(y - r.x) - 0, var(y - rx) - var(R).{var(r) ~(Er)~~. (3.])
Our strategy is to replace the prior R by its linearization y- rr. We have prior knowl-
edge about the mean and variance of R, but not about the mean anrl variance of r. If
tve would know the mean and variance of a, then we could replace the prior on R by a
prior on y- r.r, and Theorem 1 could be applied. Since we don't know the moments of
r, we use a simple iterative procedure, as follows. First, take Er t.o be the value of x iu
the previous year and let var(r) - 0. Then, apply Theorem L This gives posterior mo-
ments of all latent variables, and hence in particulas of r. In step 2 we use the posterior
moments Ex and var(r) obtained in step 1 and recalculate the prior variance of y - rx
from (3.1). Using this updated prior variance, we apply Theorem 1 again and continue
this process until conveigence.
We tnay or may not have access to last }'ear's values. This is not important, since the
resulting postet'ior estimates will be iudependent of the starting va.lues of the iteration.
ln practice we will have not one but several indicator ratios. The iteration procedure is
then applied to all of them simultaneously.
The linearization just described involves an approximation. Our experience shows
that the approximation works well in practice, but of course there may be situations
where it does not work well. Below we provide a further justification for the procedure.
Consider a very simple set-up with two latent variables .z and y and one indicator
ratio R- y~x, as follows:
data: rl ~ .c ti (r,a~) (3.2)prior: R ~ (r, rZ) .
We wish to replace the prior (3.3) by its linearization
prior: y - rx ~ (0, r?) , (3.4)
and we wish to choose r:~ optimally in some sense. Civen (3.'?) and (3.4), the posterior
mo~uents of y gicen d can be calculatecl from Theorem I or directly. They are
y ~ d~(rd, r~o~ -} r~).
Given (3.'?) and ( 3.3), what a,re the posterior moments of y ~ d? The prior directly
implies that
E(y ~ x) - rx, var(y I x) - rzx~.
Let -- x ~ d. Then the posterior moments of y ~ d are
E(y ~ d) - E,E(y ~ d,z) - E.E(y I d,x)




var(y I d) -~- ~'ar(J I d, -) t var:E(y ~ d, r)
- Iï, var(y ~ r) -} var:E(y ~:r)
- E:(rZr~) f~'ar,(r~) - rZ(d~ f oz) f r2o~.
(3.a)
We see that the posterior mean of y ~ d is rd, both in the linearized and the non-linearized
version. We now choose the prior variance r; such that also the posterior variance of
y ~ d for the linearized prior (3.4) equa]s that for the non-linearized prior (3.3). T'his yields
r~ - r~(d~ ~- a~). (3.9)
Hence, in this simple exatnple, the iterative procedure is justified by the fact that it leads
to the correct first two posterior moments. We notice that this method is not Linear
Bayes, since the estimator is not linear in d. A Linear I~ayes estimator would have a
la~ger variance.
Continuing our simple example from the previous section, let us assume in (2.10), in-
stead of i - i3.5, that r~c - 1~3 or alternatively that c~i - 3. The results are presented
in Table l.
'CAI~LG 1
The difference between the three specifications is very smalL The two alternative prior
indicator ratios ( i~c - 1~3 and c~i - 3) do not necessarily yield the same posterior
estimates, because different approximations are involved in linearizing the, ratios. Never-
theless, the difference between z~c - 1~3 and c~i - 3 as prior indicator ratio is negligable.
We conclude that an iterative version of Theorem 1 can be suitably applied to lin-
earized indicator ratios in order to obtain posterior moments of all latent variables in
tl~ ~ system.11
4 Multiple priors
There is one further possible complication. We may have many priors or several priors on
the same latent variable. In such situations the m x n matrix A in the prior specification
Ar -r !Vm( Ir. FI ) (4.1)
wul l.ave rank r G m and the conditions of Theorem 1 are not satisfied. For example,
if y- c} i, we may have priors on both c~y and i~y, and these will generally not add
up to one. In such situations we will need to reHect carefully about the source of the
conflict. Also it may occur that such priors are not in conflict. Then we need to assess
how dependent the information is. Maybe the information on c~y and i~y originated
from the same sow~ce, in which case the}' are perfectly correlated. A lot has been writ-
ten about combining expert's opinions; see Genest and Zidek (1986), Wiper and French
(1995), and Clemen and Winkler (1998).
1'he most common approach to this problem uses different expert opinions like `data'.
We follow this approach and generalize it to a format that suits our goals. Let S be an
na x(rn - r) matrix and T an m x r matrix such that (S,T) is orthogonal,
S'ti - 1~~~-.. T'T -!.. S'T - 0. (4.2)
ancl satisfies .4'S - 0. Premultiplying (4.l) by (S,T)' gives the equivalent prior specifi-
cation
~ T'.Ax ~ ~ N~` ~ ~ T'h ~ ' ~ T'HS T'HT ~ ~ '
(4.3)
and hence T'Aa ~(S'As - O) ti N,(h', H') with
h' - T'h - T'HS(S'HS)t S'h, H' - T'HT - T'HS(S'HS)tS'HT, (4.4)where (S'HS)t denotes the hloore-Penrose inverse of S'H S, ]nstcad of lhe prior infor-
mation on Ar contained in (9.1) we now consider the prior information on T'A.r contained
in (4.~f). The matrix T'A has full roa.-rank and thus satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.
A trivial example may illustrate this procedure. Supposc we have two pieces of infor-
mation on a singlc latent variable .r,
Accordíng to one expert, F,.r - 1; according to another expert with independent infor-
mation, F,:r - 2. Then,
S- (1~`?)v~ I 1 I~, T-(1~?)~ I 1~.
Substituting into (4.4) gives
r~ N('? - a~, a1), a~ - r2~(1 ~- rZ).
th. standard weighted average of the two pieces of infortnation.
5 An example
(-1.6)
We illustrate the proposed methodology by investigating a simple but realistic account-
ing framework with data based on a Western-type economy. 'I'he framework and data.
involving 3á variables distributed over 5 sectors,is presented in Table 2 together with
last year's data. The framework and the data are described in detail in United Nations1'3
('1000, Chapter 4.~) and are consistent with the international guidelines of the 1993 Sys-
tem of National :lccounts (SNA) described in U.N. et aL (1993).
TABLE 2
The columns of the table refer to sectors of the economy and the rows to accounts.
The first column contains the aggregate data on industries, while the other columns refer
to the rest of the world and thrce aggregate resident institutional sectors, i.e. govern-
ment, non-financial and financial corporations, and households. The rows of accounting
data íor each sector are grouped together by four accounting segments. The first seg-
ment, contained in the first three rows, refers to the data elements of the supply and use
table, i.e. output, imports, exports, intermediate and final consumption, and capital for-
mation. The second segment, covering rows 4 and 6, refers to the main product, income
and related aggregates including CDP at current and constant prices, disposable income
before and after taxes, saving, and the corresponding employment and population data
needed to derive product and income aggregates per worker and per capita. The third
segment, covering rows 5, 7 and 8, reters to receipts and payments of compensation of
employees including mixed income, taxes, operating surplus and other income and outlay
data. The (ourth segmeut, contained in row 9, includes net lending for each sector. This
is ~sed as the main analytical balancing item in each sector, except in the household
sector where also disposable income and savings are shown.
The 38 variables of the accounting framework must satisfy 16 linear accounting re-
strictions: 10 `vertical' restrictions that define the accounting constraints within each
sector, and 6`horizontal' restrictions that correspond to accounting restrctions between
the sectors. These are given in Table 3. In fact, there is one further `horiaontal' restric-
tion referring to net lending between sectors: ~16~-[21~t(25~f (38~, but this identity is
linearly dependent on the other restrictions.
TABLE 3
An essential ingredient in estimating the 38 latent variables is prior, but uncertain,
knowledge about some indicator ratios. We have selected, on economic grounds, 16 indi-
cator ratios on which we believe reasonable prior knowledge to be available. These were
selected from a larger list of indicator ratios presented in United Nations (2000, Chapter
4A). The 16 indicator ratios, together with their prior moments, are presented in Table 4.
TABLE 4F,ach indicator ratio ezcept one has a prior mean which is assuuied to be equal to last
t'ear's valuc, that is, our prior belief is that the indicator ratio remains the same. The
ouly exception is the inflation rate, which we give a prior value of 201'0, based on the
results of a limited consumer price survey. As a consequence, the CDP price deflator
[4]~[5] has a prior mean of last ycar's value multiplied by 1.02. ~4'e emphasize that the
choice of prior means based on last year's values is not demauded by some theory. In
the presence of more insights into the economy, other prior means could be used.
The assumed precision (uucertainty) of the indicator ratios is given as high (H),
medium-high (MH), medium-low (ML), or low (L). These fow' categories indicate the
coefficient of variation, that is, standard error divided by mean. hi particular, 'H' indi-
cates a coefficient of va,riation of 0.5oI'o, 'MH' of 2.5~0, `ML' of 5`70, and 'L' of lOqo. Ior
example, the first indicator ratio (3]~(4] has a prior mean of 0.2233 and a coefficient of
variation of 2.5`io. Hence the standard error is 0.025 x 02233 - 0.00.56. In our example,
the precision of the indicator ratios is `H', 'MH' or 'ML', but never 'L'.
[n addition to the indicator ratios, we have four 'other~ priors, nautel}' variables which
we assume a priori will not change compared to last year. 1'hese are given in Table 5.
TABL1'~ :í
T461es 3-5 givc the accounting restrictions, the indicator ratios, and the 'other' priors,
3G priors all together. But we have data too. In fact we have data on 19 of our 38 vari-
ables. These are given, together tvith their assumed precisions (measurement errors), in
Table 6.
TABLE fi
Of course, the coefficient of variation is not defined when the mean is zero, and is not
very useful when the mean is `close' to zero. Here we let the standard error be 0.5 when
the mean (in absolute value) is smaller than 10.
Thus, we have :38 variables (n - 3S), 19 data (p - 19), and :36 priors (m - 36) of
which 16 identities. Using che iterative version of Theorem 1 ou linearized indicator1.5
ratios (see Section 3), we obtain posterior means and variances of all 38 latent variables.
Of the total number of 38 variables, we selected 11 `key' variables and 11 `key' indicator
ratios. These are considered to be the essential elements for assessing the state and
development of the economy under investigation. The key variables are presented in
Table 7 and include GDP, gross capital formation, final consumption of households and
government, and also balancing items such as the external balance of goods and services,
disposable income and savings of the household sector as well as net lending of selected
sectors.
TABLE ï
The resulting Bayesian estimates (together with their standard errors) of the key vari-
ables are presented in Table 7. Some of the key variables can be estimated very ac-
cwately: gross capital formation in the total economy [3], CDP [4], final consumption
goverument (1 ï], final consumption households [26], and gross disposable income (28].
But some of the ke}' variables, in particular the balancing items, are estimated less accu-
rately, as was to be expected. These include net lending by government [21 ], corporations
(25] and households [38], and also gross household savings [30]. The most difBcult to
estimate are two key variables relating to the rest of the world: external balance of goods
and services [12] and net lending to abroad [16]. Qualitatively these results appear to
be sensible. The power of our approach, however, lies in the quantification of estimates
and precisions.
We now compare our Bayesian estimates with the estimates based on current SNA
compilation practices (herea(ter `SNA estimates'). The SNA estimates were obtained by
simulating present compilation practices. The compilation is carried out in two stages.
The first stage is based on the 19 data (the same 19 data that are used in the Bayesian
approach). To `estimate' the 38 variables, we add the 16 restrictions (the same restric-
tions that we used in the Bayesian approach) and a small number (5 in this case) of the
available indicator ratios. We choose those indicator ratios that have a small variance
(that is, in which we have much confidence), and also such that the system becomes
'complete'. Prior knowledge of the accuracy of the data is largely ignored at this stage.
We now have 40 (19-}-16f5) pieces of information to estimate the 38 variables, and hence
we have two degrees of freedom. Two of the exact restrictions (usually horizontal ones)
are now ignored in order to exactly identify the 38 variables. Inevitably, the 'estimates'
will not satisfy these two restrictions. Hence, inconsistencies (`statistical discrepancies')
between the estimates of the variables result at the end of the first stage.These statistical discrepancies are eliminated.in fhe second stage of the compila.tion,
b~~ adjusting the estimates of the variables, and indirectly also the valnes of the indicator
ratios used in the first stage. Implicit in the lattcr procedure arc qualitative reliability
criteria regarding data and indicator ratios, which the national accountants take into
account.
The SNt1 estimates obtained in this wa~- are presented in Table ï, along with last
year's values and our Bayesian estimates. The discrepancy from our Bayesian estimates
is substantial.
The key indicator ratios are presented in Table 8. They are closely related to the key
variables and include, among others, CDP per capita, household disposable income per
capita, GDP real growth, investment share, and total taxes to GDP. Some of the key
indicator ratios ([3]~[4], [26]~['2S] a.nd [17j~['l6]) are also used as priors, but most are not.
TABr.r ~
The resulting Bayesian estimates are also presented in Table t~, and compared with
the SNA estimates. Some of the differences between the SNA and our Bayesian estimates
are quit.e large. For example, we estimate the export-import gap~GDP ratio at 1.5~a
while the SNA estimate is 1.2~i. Also, we estimate the government net borrowing~GDP
ratio at 3.aolo, while the SNA estimate is 5.3oI'o. The largest difference between the two
approaches is in GDP real growth, where our Bayesian estimate indicates zero growth,
whereas the 5NA a.pproach estimates 5.álo growth.
In Table 8 we present standard errors of the estimated Bayesian indicator ratios.
These standard errors are approximations based on (3.1). Thus,
var(y~:r) ti var(y) -~ r2 var(r) - lrcov(y,.r)
var(.r) t ( F,.r)~
wher~
(5.1)
r - Ey~Er (5.2)li
and Ex, Ey, var(x), var(y), and cov(y,x) denote posterior moments. We see that the
export-import gap~GDP ratio and in particular GDP real growth are difficult to estimate
precisely.
6 Sensitivity analysis
l~ ~th our Bayesian method of estimating economic data using indicator ratios we can
assess how sensitive certain variables or indicator ratios are with respect to different or
more precise priors. For example, if our primary interest lies in estimating the 11 key
indicator ratios of Table 8 and we have funds to carry out new surveys to improve the
national accounts estimates, we can now assess how to utilize these funds optimally,
possibly by organizing a household survey or an enterprise survey of non-financial cor-
porations.
In this section we shall assess how sensitive the key variables and indicator ratios are
to four different scenarios, labeled II-V. Scenario I is the base case discussed in Section 5.
Sceuario II: Projection (fewer data)
T~ pirally, national statistics offices produce three rounds of estimates of the national
accounts variables. 5uppose we wish to estimate the variables for year t. The first round
takes place in the winter or early spring of year t f 1. Few actual data are then available,
so one has to rely heavily on priors. This round is here called `projection'. The next
round may take place one year later and is here called `compilation'. More data and
more accurate data are then available. The final round takes place one year after this.
Scenario I(Section 5) described the compilation stage, where we had access to 19 data.
In scenario lI we have only 8 data: [6], [7], [11], [17], [18], [20], [24], and [32]. The
only other difference between scenarios [ and II is that, in the absence of a price survey,
the inflation rate is assumed to be Oqo (rather than 2010), so that the GDP price defla-
tor [4]~[5] has a prior mean of 1.5983. We assume that its precision is low (L). Tables
9 and 10 present the resulting estimates for the key variables and the key indicator ratios.
TABLES 9 and 10About one half of the key indicator ratios are rather well estimated at the projection
stage: household disposable income per capita, im~estment slrare in GDP, propensity to
consume of households, government~household conswnption ratio, and household con-
srunption~GDP. These five indicator ratios are not very sensitive to having more data.
Two other indicator ratios (per capita CDP and total taxes as a. percentage of GDP) are
moderately sensitive, while the other indicator ratios, in particular the CDP real growth
rate and the export-import gap~GDP. are poorly estimated at t.he projection stage. All
estimates become more precise when more data are available.
Scenario IIL Household survey (more data)
In our set-up we know little about the household sector. All data have been derived in-
directly from counterpart sectors, as no household survey data were available. Suppose
funds were available to hold a household survey. This would yield data on the variables
[27], [31], and [35]-(37]. The data are, respectively: 92, 1254, 164, 238 and 13. In addi-
tion, the current obsen~ation on [26] is changed from 1070 to 1097, and all six new data
have precision `IV1L~. Compared to scenario I we now have 2~f ra.ther than 19 data.
"I'he key variables in Table 9 are estimated [nore precíseh~. but they are not very
sensitive to the new informatiou from the household survey. `I'he key indicator ratios,
also, are not sensitive to the new information. Itt our example a household survey does
not help much at the cc.npilation stage. In other examples, however, this impact may
be different when more detail is used in the compilation of national accounts, and also
household survey data are incorporated in more detail.
Scenario IV: Survey on non-financial corporations (more precise data)
Rather than adding new data to the information set, as in scenario III, we can also try
and improve currently available data. In the corporations sector we currently have data
on capital formation, taxes, and other incomes ([22]-[24]), but a survey would produce
different data (301, 29,'l89) with a higher precision (MH). This exercise appears to have19
some, but uot much, iinpact on the estimates of key variables and indicator ratios. This
scenario also sheds some light on what may be called `traditional' Bayesian sensitivity
anal}'ais. Such analysis asks how sensitive posterior moments (in particular, posterior
means) are with respect to prior moments (in particular, prior precisions). This is pre-
cisely what happens in scenario IV. The sensitivity appears to be small.
Scenario V: Compilation with fewer indicator ratios
Finally, suppose that we are very uncertain about many of the 16 indicator ratios used in
scenario L There are only four in which we believe: [4]~(IJ, [4)~[SJ, [SJ~[4J, and [27]~[30].
Of these, the first three indicator ratios relate to the industry sector and the last to the
household sector. In addition, we have no access to the four 'other' priors in Table 5,
with the exception of capital transfers households (37J with a prior mean of 11 and a
low (L) precision. This is an interesting scenario, because the SNA estimates presented
in Tables i and S are computed using these four indicator ratios as a starting point.
1'he ~esults in Tables 9 and 10 show very clearly the crucial role of indicator ratios in
estimating the data. The estimates of the key variables and key indicator ratios are very
different from the ones in scenario [, in particular the export-import gap~GDP ratio,
GDP real growth, and the government net borrowing~GDP ratio. Also the precisions of
tlie estimates is verv much lower.
7 Concluding remarks
The Bayesian estimation approach developed in this paper allows us to obtain estimates
for the variables and the indicator ratios between the variables, and also reliability inter-
vals of these estimates. The `simultaneity' feature of this method introduces several new
elements in present national accounts estimation practices. First and most impottantly,
the method takes full account of all available information together with the assumed
prior precision of that information. Secondly, if we have several pieces of information
or the same variable or set oí variables, then this causes no problems (multiple priors).
Thirdly, all variables and indicator ratios are estimated with their corresponding reli-
ability intervals. This is new, as variable estimates in national accounts are generally
point estimates without estimates of the standard errors.The basics of the method lia~e hcen worked out and illnstrated above. Its future
potential, however, will depend on the further decelopment, of tire tnethod for practical
application. Some of these potentials are briefly discussed below.
It is itnportant that through the Ba}~esian approach a direct link is established be-
tween the valuc and reliabilitv of basic data and the value and reliabilitv of the estimates
of the national accounts variables. '1'his link was used above to show how improvements
or extensions of basic data sources would lead to reduced reliability inten~als of posteri-
ors when additional data sources are employed, and thus to improved reliability of the
national accounts estimates. The same link could also be used to yuantify the additional
reliability that would be achieved by integrating basic data sources through the use of
the national accounts framework.
The method also facilitates the simultaneous use of indicator ratios in compilation
and analysis. This is important as indicator ratios are generally the core of simple
analyses (United Nations, '?000, Chapter 4A). In present national accounts compilation
approaches, fixed values or point estitnates of selected indicator ratios are used as as-
swnptions or 'priors' in the national accounts compilation, and 'posterior' values of the
indicator ratios are close to their 'prior' values. This practically eliminates the use of
these indicat.or ratios in analysis. In the Bayesian approach the `prior' and `posterior'
values of the selected indicator ratios may be different as tbe 'priors' are not point esti-
mtites, but defined with lielp of reliability intcrcals. As a result, they cau still play a role
in analysis, together w~ith otber iudicator ratios that were uot used in the compilation.
The Bayesian approach was developed above for a relat,ively simple example l.ased
on an aggregated national economic accounts framework with limited scope and detail.
This was done solely in order to illustrate the essential features of the method. However,
the approach can be applied without a.ny difTiculty to a much larger number of variables
and indicator ratios and thus to a more realistic accounting framework. There are plans
to develop the method further for use in preliminary accounts when a limited set of
basic data is available, to comprehensive annual and beuchmark economic accounts, and
also to satellite accounts. The further development would be closely aligned with the
so-called 'systetns approach' to macro accounts compilation, which has been developed
by the LiN Statistics Division and implemented in several countries; see United Nations
(1999). Further elaboration of the approach for more detailed data systems would also
make it possible to verify an intriguing conchrsion from our paper, namely prior valuesof iudicator ratios may óave a larger impact on the posterior estimates of the variables,
than improved or additional infonnation obtained from new da.ta sources, such as house-
hold or cutcrprisc survcys.
The direct estimation of indicator ratios together with the underlying values of the
variables can also be exteuded to the integration of estimation approaches used in ac-
counting and modeling. In the present approach, indicator ratios are largely defined
between variablcs within the same period. However, the method could also be applied to
accounting covering several periods. This would involve inter-temporal indicatoc ratios
such as growth rates and capital output ratios, which are defined between variables of
di(ferent periods. Usiug indicator ratios in this sense would establish a first link be-
tv ~en the Bayesian approach and simple modeling based on the use of indicator ratios
defined within and between periods. Fiually, once the inter-temporal problem has been
worked out, the method could be extended to a more complex link between the Bayesian
approach to rnacro accounts compilation and parameter estimation methods used in
econornetrics.
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The proof proceeds in three steps of increasing generalitc on the assumed prior dis-
tribution. !n Lemma A1 we assume that prior information is available on all latent
variables.
Lenmia r11: Let .r be an n x 1 vector of latent variables and let d be a p x 1 data vector
such that
d~r~.Y,,(D.r,~).
where the p x n matrix D has full row-rank and ~ is positive definite. Suppose that
prior information is available iu Lhe form
.c .., .V„l9. Q),
where Q is posit.ive semidefinite (possibly singular). Then the posterior distribution of




V- Q - QD'(~ f DQD')-'DQ
s` - ~~ - QD~(~' f DQD')-'(Dy - d).
Proof: It is obvious and well-known that the posterior of r is normally distributed. As-
sume first that Q is nonsingular. Then we find the moments fe and V by completing
syuares:
(d - D.r)'~-'(d - D.r) f (~ - 9)~Q-rÍT - 4) -(x - l~)~V-'(~ - l~) f R,where R does not depend on a. This gives
V-' - D'J-'D f Q~', V-'~l - D'~-'d t Q-'q,
aud hence the expressions in the lemma. If Q is singular, the expressions remain valid,
because ~{- DQD' remains nonsingular. ~~
The next step contaius the crux oí the proof. 1{ere we allow some of the priors to be
non-informative (have infinite variance).
Lemiua .~1: Assume that the conditions of Lemma A1 hold. Assume further that
nw - Qo f (1~a2)I,L'.
wherr Qo is positive semidefinite, h has full column-rank 1 1, and the identifiability
condition -
r(DL) - r(L)
is satisfied. Then, as a~ -a 0, the posterior distribution of x is given by
r l d ~ Nn(u.V)
with
V- Qo - QoD'Jó' DQo } CIíC'
and
l~ - 9- ÍQo -F CIí) D'~ó'(Dq - d),
where~~s
~o -~-~ DQoD', C- I- C1oD'~~'U. l~ - L(1.'D'`.~'Dh)-'!.'.
Proof: ~4~e apply the results of Lemma A1. Letting R- Jo'~2D1„ we have
r f DQD' - `.'o -~ ( l ~a~)DLh'D' - ~..'óZ(! -F (1~a2)RR')~ó 2.
The identifiability condition implies that R has tull column-rank and hence that R'Rta~l
has full rank, also at ~~ - 0. Nok~,
(~ -~ DQD')-' - ~ó'~~(I - R(R'R-~ a2!)-'R')~ó'~s
aud hence




V- Q- QD'(~ i- DQD')-'DQ - Qo - QaD'ro'DQo
-CL(R'R-1- aZl)-'R'.`-~o'~2DQo -F (1 ~~~)CI.(I - (1!'R -F a~l)-'R'R)L'
- Qo-QoD'~ó'DQo-~CL(R'Rta~I)"'L,~,~
and
,~ - q -QD'(J t DQn')-'DQ
- q-(Qa-F1.(R'R-F~21)-'L'-QoD'CÓ'~~R(R'Rfa2l)-1L')D'~o'(Dq-d)
- 9-(Qo -I- GL(R'R f a~!)-' L')D'~~'(Dq - d).
Letting a~ --~ 0 gives the desired results. ~~'~7
Based on Lemmas A1 and Al we can now prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1: If m- n, Theorem 1 follows from Lemma A1 by letting q- A-'h
and Q- A-'HA-". If m G n, we have less than n'informative' priors. To
the m informative priors Ax we now add n- m non-informative priors L'x. Since
(.4', L)-' -(At, L)', one verifies that the two statements
rLll .., ~
L` 0 I `~ (1~~2)~ I J
and
x ~ N(Ath,A}HAt't (l~a~)LL')
are equivalent. Hence, prior information Ar ti N(h, H) is equivalent to prior information
x~ N(q.Qo f(lI~')LL'), 4-.4}h, Qo - f1tHAt',
when A~ approaches 0. Direct application of Lemma A2 now yields the reqnired results ~~"Cable 1: Posterior means and standard errors for three prior specifications of the
simole model
prior
posterior i- 73.5 i~c - 1~3 c~i - 3
y 239.7 (8.2) 237.2 (9.2) 237.2 (9.2)
c 211.6 (8.2) 211.6 (7.1) 211.6 (7.0)
i 72.5 (3.6) 69.9 (3.7) 69.9 (3.7)
g -44.4 (2.2) -44.3 (2.2) -44.3 (2.2)1-ablc 1: tiational economic accounts, example with last year's datal)
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All mtriea, e:cept [7j and [32}[3~[, arc in milliuu of USf.
Crw~ upital formatian includei the value d imptovanma to land and the coet of ownenhip transfen of non-
ptoduced aueb.
Production taza ku ruhudia have nol been allocated to ,ecton, but have ody been recorded for the total
emnamy.
Otha incoma, receipta kaz payntmta, indude aperatittf rurplu' gou, property incame, and twn-las currenl snd
cspita) tranafen. Capital tran~fen include acquiailion leu dirpoul d nm-produoed non-fuuutciel eseetn.
In the uu d tlte sovermnmt, other incomea hare been nylaced by other outlays, which indude payments las
roceipt~ d property inwme and nan-taz cutteK and capital lratufvs, ka operatins rurplw óraea.
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No taz deductiona have been mede.
r In the ca~e of hou~ehdds, operatins aurplw ezcludes mi:ed income snd upital transfen, which art presemed
teparately.Table 3: Accountine identities
industries (4] - (1] - [2)
(91 - [41 - f6] - [8]
rest of the world (12] - [11] - [10]
(16] - (12] ~ [13] -}- [14] -~ [15]
government [21] - [I9] - [17] - [18] - [20]
corporations [25] - [24] - [23] - [22]
households [30] - [28] - [26]
[29] - (28] t [35]
(36J - (28] - [31] f [35]
[38J - [30] f [37] - [27]
supply and use [I] f[lo] -[2] f[3] f[ll] t[17] f[26]
gross capital formation (3] -[18] f[22] f[27]
compensation of employees [6] -F [13] - (31]
population [34] - (33] - [32]
taxes (19) - [8] t [14] i- [23] -F [35]
other inco~nes and outlays (Y4~ f [36] f [3ï] - [9] - [15] - [20] - 0"1'ablc 4: ludicator ratios ~eith prior moments
prior momcnts
coefficient of standard
indicator ratios mean variation crror
prodnction [3]~[1] investment share in CDP 0.2233 MH O.OO.i6
by industries [4]~[l] valne added~output coefficient, total 0.4961 H U.0025
[4]~[:í] GDP pricc de(lator 1.6302 H 0,0081
[5]~[ï] CDP constant prices per worker, 0.0348 MH 0.0009
labour productivity (1000 US `D per m~ycar)
[6]~[4] labour share in GDP 0.6494 lí 0.00:31
indicator ratios [S]~[1] production taxes Iess subsidies~CDP 0.1030 MII 0.002fi
vertically defineYl corporations [23]~[24] taxes~rcvenues of corporations 0.1323 MII 0.00:33
within industries ([21]-[23])~['L'2] earnings (a[ter taxes)~gross capital 0.77ï0 MH 0.019-1
and sectors forrnation, corporations
households 2f ~ 2~ propensity to consume of households O.alti9 b111 0.0'LO~i
[27]~[:30] capital formation~saving, households 0.3SIfi i~Ill 0.0095
[31]~[29] labour income as share of disposablc 0.840(i MH 0.0'l10
income o( households, before taxes
~ [:35]~(29] tax ratio of household clisposable~ income, O.l'239 MH O.OOaI I
beforc taxcs
[34]~[32] population growth 0.014ï ML 0.0007 I
indicator ratios horizontally [10]~([1]}[10]) import~supply-use 0.1178 MH 0.00'29
defined across industries [17]~[2G] government~household consumption ratio 0.:3569 MH O.OOZ39
and sectors [ï]~[33] number of employces~population 0.3ï06 MH 0.0093Table 5: Other riors u
prior moments
coefficient standard
variable mean of variation error
[13] compensation of employees received by 4 I, 0.4
residents, less paid to non-residenta
[14] taxes on production less subsidies plus taxea 1 L 0.1
on income and wealth, received by resident
government less paid to non-resident
government
[15] other incomes, receipts by residents less -8 L 0.8
payments to non-residents
[37] capital transfers, receipts less payments, 11 I, 1.1
households"fable fi: 'Che data aud their un'cisions
ntomcuts
data coeflicieut standard
meau of variatiou crror
[I] outpuL, incl. product taxcs, less subsidies 4034 h1L 'LOI.ï
[3] gross capital fonnation, [olal econonry 449 L 44.9
(6] compensation of employees, paid aud mixed income, gro~s 1252 MII 11.3
[ï] employmm~t (I000 m~yrars worked) 33,fi5i MII 841.4
(10] imports 54a M11 13.(i
[ll] exports 5Gï M11 14.2
[l3] compensation of employees received by residr,uts, less paid to 3 ~ 0.5
non-residents
[14] taxes on production less subsidies plus taxes on income aud wealLh, 0 ' O.á
received by resident governmeut less paid to non-residenL goverumcnL
[15] other iucomes, receipts by residents less paymPUts to non-residents -10 h1L 0.5
[17] final consuniption, govcrnmenL 385 MH 9.G
[18] gross capital formation, governmenL 41 MH I.Oa
[l9] taxes on producLion less subsidies plus taxcs ou iucome aud wealLh, 3GG M11 9.2
rereived by governmenL
['l0] olhcr outlays, paymenis Icss receipts, by goveruiueut 4R MH 1.2
[22] gross capil.al formation, corporatious 11fi ML 15.8
[23] taxes on income and wealth, paid by corporalious 29 ML 1.45
[24] oLher incomes, receipts less payinents, by corporations 275 ML 13.7~i
[26] final consumption, households 1070 L 107.0
[32] size of population (x 1000), beginning of year 90,000 MN 2250
[33] size of population (x 1000), end of year 91,200 MH 2280
Note: N'hen the prior mean (in absolute value) is srnaller Lhan 10, we set the standard error at. 0.5.1aLb~ i: l3avcsian c~stimates for 'ke~'' variables
key variable last year's value estimate based on current
SNA compilation practices
l3ayesian estimate
[3] gross capital formation, total cc~ononrv 41-1 490 4'l4 (g.a)
[4] CDP, market prices (current prices) 1D5.1 2001 Ia90 (22.9)
[12] external balance of goods and services 41 2~i 29 (13.1)
[1G] net lending to abroad '3S IS la (13.1)
[17] final consumption, govcrnment '368 385 380 (ï.2)
[2l] net Icnding, government -50 -107 -71 (8.2)
[25] net lending, corporations -G4 -87 -67 (5.G)
[2G] final consumption, households I031 1102 1058 (19.G)
[28] disposable income, gross, households 1'l59 1435 130'2 (20.4)
[30] savings, gross, households 228 333 244 (1G.0)
[38] net lending, households 152 211 1G2 (10.1)Table 8: Bavesian estimates for `kev' indicator ratios
key indicator ratio last year's value estimate based on current
SNA compilation practices
Bayesian estimati
[28J~[33] household disposable income~capita 13,989 15,739 14,305 (300)
(4J~[33] per capita GDP 20,600 21,944 20,760 (38b)
[12]~[4] export-import gap~CDP (~To) 2.2 1.2 1.5 (0.7)
[3]~[4] investment share in GDP (Plo) 22.3 24.5 22.4 (0.4)
([5]-[5]-~)~[5]-1 GDP real growth (oIo) ~"` 5.8 0.0 (1.3)
-(21]~[4] government net borrowing~CDP (qo) 2.7 5.3 3.8 (0.9)
[19]~[4] total taxes~GDP (olo) 21.8 18.3 21.0 (0.3)
(26]~[28] propensity to consume of households (olo) 81.9 76.8 81.2 (1.1J
[17]~[26] government~household consumption ratio (oIo) 35.7 34.9 35.9 (0.7)
(26]~(4] household consumption~GDP (qo) 55.6 55.1 56.0 (0.7)
















(3] gross capital formation, total economy 429 (8.8) 434 (11.2) 429 (8.0) 429 (?.7) 466 (2.1.': i
(4] GDP, market prices (current prices) 1890 (22.9) 1938 (30.8) 1888 (20.0) 1896 (22.5) 1975 (ïS.:S~
(12] external balance of goods and services 29 (13.1) 43 (15.0) 27 ( 11.2) 26 (12.8) 24 (18.8)
(16] net lending to abroad 24 (13.1) 40 (15.0) 22 ( 11.2) 22 (12.8) lï (18.8)
[17] final consumption, government 380 (7.2) 384 (8.0) 379 ( 7.0) 380 (7.2) 385 (9.5)
[21] net lending, government -71 (8.2) -51 (9.4) -73 (8.1) -72 (8.2) - 108 (13.2)
[25] net lending, wrporations -67 (5.6) -67 (6.6) -67 (5.6) -66 (5.0) -67 (18.6)
[26] final consumption, households 1058 (19.6) 1076 (24.4) 1059 ( 16.7) 1061 ( 19.4) 1100 (75.9)
[28] disposable income,gross 1302 (20.4) 1313 (24.2) 1300 (16.2) 1301 (20.2) 1392 (77.7)
[30] savings, gross 244 (16.0) 237 ( 17.6) 241 (10.0) 240 (15.5) 291 (43.1)
















28 J 33] household disposable incomeJcapita 14,305 (300) 14,399 (392) 14,280 (272) 14,283 (299) 15,259 (933)
(4]J[33] per capita GDP 20,760 (388) 21,246 (544) 20,745 (372) 20,819 (386) 21,651 (987)
[l2]J(4] export-import gapJGDP (4ó) 1.5 (0.7) 2.2 (0.6) 1.4 (0.6) 1.4 (0.7) L2 (09)
[3]J(4] investment share in GDP (olo) 22.4 (0.4) 22.4 (0.5) 22.4 (0.4) 22.6 (0.4) 23.6 (1.4)
([5]-[5]-i)J[5]-i GDP real growth (Sb) 0.0 (L3) 1.5 (3.1) -0.1 (l.l) 0.3 (l.3) 4.4 (4.0)
-[21]J[4] government net borrowingJGDP (46) 3.8 (0.4) 2.6 (0.5) 3.9 (0.4) 3.8 (0.4) 5.4 (0.7)
[19]J[4] total taxeaJGDP (3ó) 21.0 (0.3) 21.8 (0.3) 20.9 (0.3) 20.9 (0.3) 18.6 (0.9)
[26]J[28] propensity to conaume of householda (4ó) 81.2 (1.1) 82.0 (1.3) SL4 (0.7) 81.6 (1.1) 79.1 (2.9)
[l7)J[26) governmentJhousehold consumption ratio (oIo) 35.9 (0.7) 35.7 (0.7) 35.8 (0.7) 35.8 (0.7) 35.0 (2.6)
[26)~[4] household consumption~GDP (olo) 56.0 (0.7) 55.5 (0.8) 56.1 (0.6) 56.0 (0.7) 55.7 (2.2)
38 J((38]t 16 ) net lending of householdsJtotal net lending (olo) 87.2 (5.7) 79.7 5.3) 88.1 5.1) 88.1 (5.8) 92.0 (7.6)No. Author(s)
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